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SQLabs announces PDFGarden 3.0 for Mac OS X
Published on 09/09/09
SQLabs today is proud to announce PDFGarden 3.0, their PDF management solution for Mac
OS
X. With a focus on ease-of-use, PDFGarden is a very powerful utility that lets anyone
combine, transform, arrange and reorder multiple source PDF documents. PDFGarden features
a small footprint, and can efficiently work with thousands of PDF files and/or with PDF
documents that contain thousands of pages.
Viadana, Italy - SQLabs today is proud to announce PDFGarden 3.0, their PDF management
solution for Mac OS X. With a focus on ease-of-use, PDFGarden is a very powerful utility
that lets anyone perform useful operations on PDF files. Via Drag & Drop, effortlessly
combine, transform, arrange and reorder PDF documents.
PDFGarden takes advantage of Leopard's Quartz Rendering Technology and fully compatible
with Apple's Preview. It features a very small application footprint (only 2 MB), and can
efficiently work with thousands of PDF files and/or with PDF documents that contain
thousands of pages.
Feature Highlights:
* Automatic pair pages support
* Dynamically rearrange files with real-time preview
* Delete, combine, split functionality
* Import one or more pages from another PDF without importing the entire file
* Supports all QuickTime formats (PDF, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, PSD, PostScript, GIF and more)
* File list supports Drag & Drop, reordering, sorting and more
* Select individual or multiple pages from PDF and TIFF files
* Preview window shows page contents for easy selection
* Support for PDF bleed and trim boxes
* Blazing speed thank to GPU support
"We felt there was a need for an easy to use application that can perform a lot of common
operations on pdf files." said Marco Bambini, founder of SQLabs LLC. "We believe that
PDFGarden has the potential to become the swiss army knife for pdf related actions."
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard or later
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 2.0 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
PDFGarden 3.0 is priced at $19.00 (USD) for a single-user license. A fully functional demo
is available. The unregistered version has no time limit and allows the use of every
feature of the registered version.
SQLabs:
http://www.sqlabs.com/
PDFGarden 3.0:
http://www.sqlabs.com/pdfgarden.php
Purchase PDFGarden:
http://www.sqlabs.com/store.php
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http://www.sqlabs.net/pdfgarden_assets/detail5.png
Application Icon:
http://www.sqlabs.net/appicons/PDFGarden.png

Located in beautiful Viadana, Italy, SQLabs LLC is a privately held corporation founded in
2003 by Marco Bambini. With a focus on ease-of-use and meticulous attention to detail,
SQLabs is devoted to the development of high quality applications and database related
solutions specifically for the Mac and iPhone platforms, with a major emphasis on total
customer satisfaction. Copyright (C) 2003-2009 SQLabs LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Quartz and Preview are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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